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Full of sweeping cinematic orchestration topped by soaring vocals, it's easy to envision armor-clad angels

wielding luminous swords into a defining metaphysical battle, or elegantly dressed couples twirling around

an ethereal ballroom. 8 MP3 Songs CLASSICAL: Contemporary, ELECTRONIC: Virtual Orchestra

Details: In this, their debut album, Pisces Projekt combines classical composition and new-age rhythms

along with inspired lyrics exquisitely rendered by Zakhuur and Sinari's stunning voices. Every song on this

album is awesome; a magestic experience. Full of sweeping cinematic orchestration topped by soaring

vocals, it's easy to envision armor-clad angels wielding luminous swords into a defining metaphysical

battle, or elegantly dressed couples twirling around an ethereal ballroom. Powerful solo explosions and

enchanting, stirring duets make every song on this album a moving experience. If music is magic, then

the sound of magic is Pisces Projekt ---------------------------------------------------- Silk-clad and steel-toed,

Pisces Projekt is the picture of masculine/feminine balance, strength and beauty (embodied by both

Zakhuur and Sinari). Combining orchestral instruments and new-age rhythms the music is a captivating

blend of classical and electronic, archaic and modern, mystical and secular. Every note is intoned with

passion and power, every word delivered with intent. Zakhuur is at the root of it all. He is the vision,

creation, direction and discipline behind Pisces Projekt. He keeps regular discourse with the same muses

that spoke in the ears of the13th century maestros, 18th century master composers and 20th century

rhythm-and-blues crooners. Equipped with an Ensoniq workstation and a Roland mixer he creates entire

concert orchestras replete with strings, woodwinds, horns, percussion and a profusion of

new-age/electronica beats, all backed by a full choir of voices (his and Sinari's). Zakhuur is an

accomplished composer, songwriter and vocalist who has performed with the Roger Wagner Chorale and

the Citrus Singers (under director Ben Bollinger), as well as a successful solo career under his own
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record labels. Sinari has received acclaim for her gifted voice, and she makes her recording debut here

with Zakhuur as Pisces Projekt.
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